
Advisory Services & 
Digital Transformation Solutions
Partner with TopBloc to transform your business through an in-depth evaluation of your Financial 
Management and Human Capital Management enterprise systems. Our team will work with you to 
evaluate your use of digital systems to support your business processes, identify areas of improvements, 
and help you to confidently plan a pathway toward reaching your goals.

Continuously Improve Your Enterprise Digital Ecosystem
for Human Resources and Finance with Workday & TopBloc

Through our Advisory Services, TopBloc aims to assist clients in reaching their organizational goals by 
ensuring that they have the appropriate technology and tools to support their business. As a 
Workday Services Partner, we believe that Workday offers best-in-class solutions, however we seek to 
provide our clients with an impartial assessment of their enterprise digital ecosystem and, as such, 
our advice is not limited to Workday. We help clients determine if Workday fits their needs and how 
they can improve their overall enterprise ecosystem by leveraging more Workday solutions.

One of the great features of Workday is its agility; Workday is continuously evolving to offer users 
greater flexibility to enable them to achieve their organizational goals. TopBloc’s Advisory Services 
aims to work with clients to ensure their enterprise systems and solutions fit the needs of their 
organization both now and in the future while maintaining a focus on achieving operational efficiency 
and maximizing return on investment.

With our Advisory Services, TopBloc supports our customers in building the case for change and 
developing the strategy that supports it. Plus, TopBloc is one of the leading Workday Services 
Partners, offering an end-to-end suite of comprehensive services that allow our clients to execute 
these changes to achieve continued success on their digital transformation journey with Workday.



Our Advisory Services help you to tackle your organization's digital transformation by providing 
you with the following deliverables

TopBloc’s Advisory Service Strategy

1Assessment
TopBloc's Advisory Services begin with an assessment to understand the state of the 
company’s current enterprise systems and business processes. During the assessment, 
TopBloc’s team of Workday experts will help you to complete a business process to 
applications mapping analysis. This will allow us to identify which systems you are using, 
which business processes they interact with, and how interconnected these systems are.
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2Strategy
Upon completing the assessment of your current state, TopBloc will review the mapping 
analysis and work with your team to identify improvement opportunities where your 
systems can be enhanced or replaced to facilitate increased automation, scalability, and 
efficiency. The presented strategy will outline how your company should be operating 
based on your identified organizational goals. 

3Roadmap
Next, TopBloc will synthesize the discussed strategy into a roadmap of actionable steps 
your organization can execute in order to meet your identified goals. The roadmap will 
be presented along with a recommended timeline to complete these steps. 

4Best Practice Recommendations
Lastly, based on your assessment, strategy and roadmap, TopBloc will share a set of 
pragmatic and impactful best practice recommendations designed to optimize your 
overall operational efficiency leveraging the greatest capabilities that other companies 
have found to be highly successful. TopBloc then partners with you to rapidly deploy 
your roadmap and recommendations so you can achieve your strategic objectives in the 
fastest most financially efficient manner possible.


